Abstract. Let U be the unit disc. This paper investigates which domains D in the complex plane have the property that 3$ef belongs to hx , or the more restrictive property that e? belongs to the Smirnov class yT+ , for every holomorphic function /: U -» D .
Each function / in JV has a nontangential limit, denoted by f{e'e), at almost every boundary point e'e . The Smirnov class JV+ is the subclass of functions / in JV for which rill fill / \og+\f{rei6)\d6^ / \o%+\f(ew)\d6 (r-+l-).
Jo Jo A discussion of the classes JV and yT+ can be found in Garnett [5, Chapter II].
Theorem A below is classical; see Helms [6, Theorem 8.33 ] for the "if assertion and Frostman [4, §52] or Nevanlinna [8, VII, §4.2] for the converse. Theorem B was established more recently by Ahern and Cohn [1] . For an introduction to the notion of thin sets the reader is referred to [6, Chapter 10] . f°° dist(/y, dD) ,
As will be seen in §2, Theorem 1 follows easily from a known result on the angular derivative problem. Now suppose that D is a simply connected domain that contains D0 and satisfies (1) . If D\ is a domain (not necessarily simply connected) contained in D, then clearly &2ef e hx (or, equivalently, e? e JV") for every / in %*(U, D\). The following result identifies which of these domains have the stronger property that e? e J^+ for every / e ^{U, Dx).
Theorem 2. Let D be a simply connected domain that contains D0 and satisfies (1), and let D\ be a domain contained in D. Then e? e J^+ for every f in <%*{U, D\) if and only if R4 \ D\ is nonthin at oo, where D\ = {{xi, ... , jc4) g R4: {x\ + x\ + x|)1/2 + /x4 e Dx}.
Here oo denotes the Alexandroff point for K4 . The condition "R4 \ D* is nonthin at oo" is equivalent to "D0\-Di is not minimally thin at oo with respect to Do ", but the proof of Theorem 2 (see §3) does not use any results concerning minimally thin sets. It follows that x+ has a quasi-bounded harmonic majorant on Dx and hence on D\ n Do . Thus x isa quasi-bounded harmonic function on Dx n D0, and so &ew = I xdnWtDinDo(z) {weDxr\Do).
JD0ndDi
Hence the reduced function of x relative to Do \ D\ in Do equals x itself. It follows from Lemma A that R4 \ D* is nonthin at oo , and this completes the proof of Theorem 2.
